I:~O~T.~, SYST~. Each of these frames is processed by one program. By means of these programs it can be realized understanding of any clause, answering any reasonable question, solving az~7 reasonable problem and understanding any organizatlonel structure. Some algorithms of operation logic are described and examples of clauses are exhibited. Our approach is the following:
(1) Information processin~ of sub teots~ Material objects are anorganic objects or organic ones. They are also non-live objects or live ones. Live objects reproduce themselves autonomously. Live objects are organic individuals or artificial ones. Organic individuals are one-cellular or multi-cellular. They are also heterotrophic (they consume organic objects) or autotrophic (they consume anorganic objects only). Multi-cellular autotrophic organic individuals are called pl~ts.
Multicellular heterotrophio organic individuals are called sub teots. Plants have no moving organs and no consciousness. They do not need them. Subjects have moving organs and consciousness. They need them for searching, hunting and escape. Each subJects has general knowledge database. It contains information about types of scenes (called image-frames) in the form the scenes are seen by the subject by its eyes, but in a very simplified form. It contains also sequences of scenes (called sceneries ) representing rules (called mgdus ponens rules) according to which changes in the universe are realized. Each subject has concrete knowledge database representing history of life of the subject and image-frame of actual scene~ Each subject constructs possible scenes and realizes program, ed behaviour of itself.
Each sub, sot has information processing database mans~ament operation system having both above databases in long term memory ~nd processing actual knowledge in short term memory. A subject is called human, if it is able to describe scenes by means of processes (i.e. to decode image--frames into formulu (called clauses) representing processes) and if it constructs ~ew clauses from the old ones by means of modus ponens rules (called reasonS).
Subjects with consciousness without above properties are called animals. Humans operation system for information processing is called o e_~.e~-ion logic, humans clauses form & system called semantic language. Humans have the ability to exchange information among themselves by means of clauses (such activity is called di~o~). We have thus the following stages of information processing: First there are anorganic objects only. Then organic objects appear by a random. Then by means of natural selection one-cellular heterotrophie organic individuals (bacteria) appear. From bacteria one-cellular autotrophic organic individuals are developed (cyanoph¥cae). Prom bacteria more sophlstic~ted one-cellular heterotrophic protozoa are developed and by symbiosis from protozoa and cyanop~vcae one-cellular autotrophic al~ae appear. From algae plants are developed and from protozoa animals. From animals humans are developed (namely because of necessity of exchange information in social production activities). The simplest way in using quantifiers is to have only ALL and SOME with areas given in attributes.
(d) ~ot~ The negation is used only in building scenes: We have old knowledge about scene. We expect new knowledge. We add new knowledge. We negate expected but untrue knowledge.
Prom this we have the followingz either we negate new expected focus (i.e. focus with or without verb) or we negate topic verb only.
(e) Aspect s iterativness I extension m process realizati~: Each process according to its completness can be COMPLETED or NOT-COMPLETED, according to its iterativness REPEATED or NOT--REPEATED, according to its relation to ~a certain time moment I~IATE or EXTENDED and according to its realization REAL-PROCESS, UNREAL-PROCESS-POSSIBLE-SCENE-DEFINING or UNREAL--PROCESS-POSSIBLE-SCENE-NOT-DEFINING.
given), (WILL-WITH-SOURCE-AGENT: A wants CLAUSE, A strives to realize CLAUSE). Objective modelity = n-th objective modality ((n-1)-th objective modality (... ( 1-th objective modality) ... ). (4) Understandin~ . Clauses are grouped into role-pairs (WHY-ROLE-CLAUSE HOW-ROLE-CLAUSES), modus ponens rules, scenes and denote-clauses. Content of clauses is given by means of such grouping. It enables to operate with vague notions and even with contradictions. Each system, say S, is described by input and output of structures, energy and records, by structures as means and records as database, by scenes and by role--pairs, where wh~-roles are the roles being fulfilled by S and how-roles are why-roles of subsystems of S. Understanding of very large systems and semantic mathematical analysis of anthropoecoeystems is realized by the binary relation to-be--subsystem-of defined by role-pairs on SYSTEM's. Example: (ROLE-PAIR (24) 
